**XCMG Motor Grader GR180**

Main parameters:
- Operating weight: 15.4 tons
- Moldboard: 3965×610mm

Main configuration:
- Shangchai SC8D190G2B1 engine
- XCMG driving axle
- XCMG air conditioner driving cabin
- Imported differential mechanism

Optional parts:
- Front mouldboard
- Rear scarifier
- Shovel blade

**Advantages of XCMG Motor Grader GR180**

The new designs.
- xcmg gr180 equipped with articulated frame, with the front wheel steering, small turning radius, mobile and flexible.
- Electro-hydraulic control power shift transmission, 4-speed forward, 2 reverse.
- XCMG motor grader GR180 adopt international support hydraulic parts, reliable work.
- gr180 xcmg blade action is fully hydraulic control.
- Rear axle drive axle is equipped with three-NO-SPIN self-locking differential.
- GR180 XCMG with adjustable console, seats, steering handle and instrument layout is reasonable, easy to use, improved ride comfort.
- GR180 XCMG equipped with cab luxury and beauty, vision, good seal.
- xcmg motor grader gr180 can be equipped with front bulldozing plate, rear scarifier, front harrow, automatic leveling device.

Optional tools include front bulldozing plate, rear soil loosening blade, front soil loosening blade and automatic leveling device.

About XCMG grader drive system, Hangzhou gear, Liuzhou ZF, DANA and imported ZF gearboxes are used. About XCMG grader Gearbox, the Gearbox with electrohydraulic control that offers six forward gears and three reverse gears. About XCMG motor grader hydraulic system, imported parts are used for key components.
Find us for more details